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INTRODUCTION BY ANN

As I sit down to write this message, San Mateo County just 
moved to a less restrictive tier and we are happily planning our 
reopening of in-person services at GSC. In some ways it is so 
hard to believe that we are at the one-year mark since shelter-
at-home orders were first administered. In many ways, however, 
it feels as though it has been decades since those restrictions 
were first enacted. While we are grateful we’ve been able to 
keep in touch with many of you through Zoom, we are excited 
for the possibilities of being with you in-person again. I pray you 
and your loved ones have remained healthy and safe during the 
past year.

We have exciting content to share with you in this newsletter. 
Dr. Christine Pearston leads us off by providing crucial advice 
and resources to help support children’s mental health during 
these uncertain times. 

Do you have a budding physicist in your home? Wonderful 
friend and collaborator, Sean Alexander, will take you on an 
insightful journey through math and physics processes and 
provide you with ideas for enrichment. Sean and his team have 
been a tremendous resource to our GSC families. If you are 
not familiar with his work, you are sure to love Sean’s words of 
wisdom.

Dr. Ann Shoplik discusses academic acceleration. Many GSC 
families have benefited from this crucial work from the Belin-

“There is no greatness where there is no simplicity, 
goodness and truth.”

 Leo Tolstoy



Blank Center. The Iowa Acceleration Scale recently launched online for educators. 
It is a wonderful tool to help inform decisions about academic acceleration for 
students. You will also find information regarding a 3-semester-hour graduate course 
on academic acceleration being offered this summer online through the Belin-Blank 
Center.

We recently collaborated with wonderful colleagues at Pacific Preparatory for a 
webinar regarding identifying and supporting your gifted child at home and at 
school. We have included the presentation link to the webinar along with the 
handouts and resources. Pacific Preparatory and their sister organization Tutor Corp 
have been providing enrichment, individual classes, and full-time private online 
school and homeschool support that have benefited many of the families we work 
with at GSC.

Leave Your Sleep for Education continues to thrive. We recently presented the 
curriculum and instructional lessons at the annual conference for the National 
Association for Gifted Children. Our curriculum instructional video from the 
presentation along with the handouts are included in this newsletter. They are also 
available on the LYSFE curriculum platform, under our newly added Resources page.

Toni Ratzburg, Clinical Director at Beacon Wellness Team, has been working with 
many of our families over the years in areas of therapy and mental health concerns. 
Toni has recently launched online gifted groups for parents and middle schoolers 
through her organization. Please see inside for information about program dates 
and registration.

We are pleased to announce that a new middle school, Peninsula School for Boys, 
will be opening this fall in San Mateo County. Jason Baeton, Head of School, will be 
providing a virtual coffee for prospective families on April 17; you will find a link to 
more information.

If you are looking for an exceptional piano teacher for your child or student, Takako 
Williams has been teaching in the Bay Area for decades and now offers virtual 
lessons. 

As always, thank you for supporting GSC. We appreciate the generous donations 
you have contributed over the past year. Your donations have allowed us to continue 
working to support the needs of gifted children and their families throughout the 
gifted education community. We are incredibly grateful for your support.

I look forward to welcoming you back through the doors at the GSC very soon!

Warmest regards,
Ann
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COVID-19: SUPPORTING THE GIFTED CHILD’S 
MENTAL HEALTH IN UNCERTAIN TIMES
by Christine Pearston, Psy.D.

The past 12 months have been a major emotional rollercoaster 
for all of us, and our children are no exception. The year 2020 
saw significant upheaval in the way we think of health, learning, 
and politics (to name a few), as well as the strange juxtaposition 
of feeling bored and trapped at home amidst what at times felt 
like absolute chaos in the outside world. As we live through this 
collective trauma together, gifted and highly sensitive children 
are especially perceptive and apt to tune in to the stress around 
them, often soaking it up like a sponge.
 

What are some of the primary emotional 
concerns children and teens have 
encountered over the past year, and 
when should I seek help?

         Unsurprisingly, our children have seen a rise in anxiety 
and depression symptoms since the start of the pandemic. Gifted 
and highly sensitive individuals are already somewhat more 
vulnerable to anxiety and depression, as their brains are working 
overtime to process (and often overanalyze) sensory and social 
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information. This year has given us a lot to process and analyze.  
Children are worried about the health of their friends, teachers, 
and family members. Teens are worried about the every-changing 
college admissions process (do I need to take the SAT/ACT or 
not?). They’ve been ripped away from their extracurriculars, and 
robbed of the face-to-face peer interactions that are so important 
during these years. Here’s a feeling of isolation and burnout. If 
your child or teen is expressing a lot of worry, asking the same 
questions over and over, isolating from peers, crying much more 
frequently, or becoming especially irritable, it may be worth 
consulting with a mental health professional.

         Routines have also suffered. Teens especially are staying 
up and sleeping later, and have become more sedentary in the 
absence of sports and excursions with friends. While it’s totally 
fine to relax expectations a bit, major shifts in behavior can 
be correlated with a decline in mental health. Anxiety may be 
keeping them up at night, and/or depression may be keeping 
them in bed. The last year has seen an increase in disordered 
eating, especially in teens, which can have far-reaching medical 
implications. Notice if your child is eating dinner with the family or 
taking all of their meals alone in their room. Are they eating much 
more or less than usual? Hiding food? Exercising compulsively to 
make up for eating? Don’t skip your child’s annual physical with 
their pediatrician. If you are uncomfortable going into a medical 
building, many physicians offer telehealth appointments so that 
you can at least have a check in and stay connected with your 
child’s health professional.

         On the other hand, many introverted and socially anxious 
teens have felt that quarantining agrees with them. For these 
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teens, the idea of going back to the classroom after a year away 
can be an intimidating and overwhelming concept. As schools 
move closer to fully opening, these kiddos can benefit from some 
mental rehearsals of what to expect when they go back.

         A note on electronics: Parents always ask me about 
screentime and gaming addictions. Kids and teens are on screens 
all day long for school, and then video games and social media 
are often the primary (or only) social outlet they have left right 
now. An increase in time spent on screens is understandable right 
now, and even expected. The rule I like to follow with regard 
to crossing the line into “gaming addiction” territory, is the 
extent to which it interferes with daily life. If your child is unable 
to participate in school, complete homework, or socialize with 
friends because of an intense need to play video games or watch 
online videos, this is a concern. If they no longer seem to get any 
joy out of these activities, but instead feel that they “have to” do 
them, this is another red flag.
 

How can I support my child?

         Encourage social connections. For younger kids this may 
look like setting up virtual or socially-distanced play dates (super 
soakers and bike rides can be really fun!). Older children can be 
gently encouraged to reach out to friends and peers, or even 
reminded subtly with a question such as, “I haven’t heard you talk 
about your friend Susie lately, how’s she doing?”

         Monitor screentime, but don’t be too rigid.  Much of 
our children’s social lives exist online right now, for better or 
for worse. This means that finding a healthy balance between 
screentime and other activities is all the more difficult. For 
parents who are worried about the amount of time their child 
spends online (especially elementary and middle-school age), 
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I recommend connecting with them on it. Watch the Minecraft 
videos with them, ask them to teach you how to build a character 
in Roblox, etc. If you can turn some of their screentime into 
interactive bonding time, you’ll get to know more about their 
world, with the added bonus of being able to monitor what they 
are accessing online.

Remember your child’s age. 
While our gifted children may show a mature and complex 
understanding of some high-level issues, and may even converse 
easily with the adults in their life, we must remember that they are 
still processing things through the eyes of a child on an emotional 
level. Help them put words to their emotions and validate them.  
Respond to their questions about difficult topics honestly, but 
also as simply/straightforwardly as you can.  It is always ok to say, 
“That’s a great question! I don’t know. Let me think about it and 
get back to you.”

Be a good role model. 
Take a look at your own coping strategies – your children are 
watching. Take note of your own mental health. Are you eating 
and sleeping regularly? Going for walks? Going to therapy? Have 
you noticed that you and your partner snap at each other more, 
or your patience is wearing thin? Are you coping with substances 
such as reaching for an extra glass of wine at the end of a long 
day? We are all doing what we can to survive and cope right now 
with a changing world, and there is no such thing as a perfect 
parent. You are doing the best you can. If you are struggling, 
don’t shy away from asking for help.

Be a parent first. 
Distance learning has parents feeling like full-time teachers AND 
parents, often on top of other full-time jobs. Support your child 
with classes and organizational strategies as much as you can, but 
if it’s becoming a battle and impacting your relationship, it may 
be time to outsource to a tutor, EF coach, school support team, or 
even to tolerate a little slip in grades for the time being. Distance 
learning is not ideal for most of us, and what may feel like falling 
behind can actually be reflective of the current reality for many 
students. Ultimately your relationship is the most important thing.
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Available 
Resources

Children’s Health Council
• Resource Library
• Podcasts / Expert Blog
• Free 30-minute parent consultations
• Clinical care

Child Mind Institute
• Topics A-Z
• Clinical care

Healthy Teen Project
• Clinical care specific to disordered eating in teens

Goal Oriented Academic Learning Services (GOALS)
• Tutoring
• Executive Functioning Coaching

National Suicide Prevention Hotline
800-273-8255

Crisis Text Line
Text HOME to 741-741

Christine Pearston, Psy.D. 
Licensed Psychologist

Christine earned her B.A. in Psychology from the University of 
Hartford, where she also studied Dramatic Arts. She subsequently 
earned an M.A. in Experimental Psychology at UHA and went on 
to the Psy.D. program in School-Clinical Child Psychology at Pace 
University in New York City, graduating in 2014. She relocated to 
California for her predoctoral training year at Monterey County 
Behavioral Health, Children’s Division, and the following year 
completed the postdoctoral residency program at the Kaiser 
Permanente Department of Child Psychiatry in Santa Clara. Until 
2018, Christine administered cognitive assessments to children and 
teens as a part of a Stanford-based research study on cognitive 
development and diabetes management, while also staying on at 
Kaiser as a staff psychologist, pediatric liaison, and testing supervisor 
for two future postdoc cohorts. She subsequently joined the team at 
Children’s Health Council in Palo Alto, where she currently provides 
both assessment and mental health treatment in addition to 
cognitive test administration at the Gifted Support Center.
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MY KID LIKES PHYSICS
NOW WHAT?  HOW DO I SUPPORT THEM?
by Sean Alexander, Alexander Mathematics & Physics Tutoring
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Introduction

Physics has become an increasingly popular subject, with many 
students having discovered exciting topics such as black holes, 
relativity and quantum mechanics. These are indeed fascinating 
subjects which are generally not taught in the standard curriculum.  
So what options does a parent have to foster this enthusiasm? That is 
the purpose of this essay.

Essential Reading

Step one is to give your student the best books on modern physics 
topics. This is where many students develop their enthusiasm for 
physics, so let’s make sure you’ve read the following classics first:

1. A Brief History of Time by Stephen Hawking   
This book is solely responsible for creating a generation of 
physicists, myself included. Every aspiring physicist must read 
this book.

2. Quantum: a Guide for the Perplexed by Jim Al-Khalili 
This is a lesser known book but my personal favorite for 
explaining quantum mechanics in an accessible way.

3. Relativity: The Special and General Theory by Albert Einstein 
You gotta read something from the horse’s mouth. While the 
English is dated, nothing beats the man himself explaining his 
own work.

https://alexandertutoring.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0031RDVMI/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00GU37UFY/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.amazon.com/Relativity-Special-General-Theory-Physics/dp/048641714X/ref=asc_df_048641714X/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=344089606732&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=16725624975706534931&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9032119&hvtargid=pla-385365158288&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=69543897552&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=344089606732&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=16725624975706534931&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9032119&hvtargid=pla-385365158288
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Reality Check

Ok you’ve read some books, you are fascinated by physics. In fact, 
you want to be a physicist yourself one day! Time for a reality check 
bucko, it’s not all wormholes and quantum tunneling in your future. 
The next stop on this train is math, a lot of it. If your student is really 
interested in physics it’s important to see if they are willing to put 
up with the math. You want to make sure your student is on the 
advanced math track and doing well. The reality of physics in college 
is that you must be an outstanding mathematician and have a deep 
love for mathematics. Anything less than true love will not get your 
through the hard, hard work of a physics degree.

But let us assume your student is up for the challenge. Now it’s time 
to support their accelerated math career.  Here are some great ways 
to do that:

1. Community College
If your student is a gifted mathematician, odds are they are 
not challenged in school. It is very important that your future 
physicist is challenging themselves at all times. A great 
economical solution is to enroll them in a community college 
math class that is appropriate for their talent level. You definitely 
want to take calculus before graduating high school. If your 
student is really advanced and has taken calculus, you could 
enroll them in a higher level math course such as linear algebra.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_algebra


2. Find an Internship
Start looking now. Email professors, find a lab. Sell your kid 
into physics slavery. The sooner you can find a mentor for your 
student the better. Experience is everything, and time in the lab 
will look great on college applications.

Make a list of all the colleges in your area. Then go to the physics 
page and make a list  of professors that sound interesting.  Email 
and cold call all of them until you find something. It will take 
some time but totally worth it! There are professors out there that 
are happy to support young talent.

3. Join an Astronomy Club
They exist in every city, look yours up and join it.  This will expose 
you to many like minded nerds.  For example San Francisco 
Amateur Astronomers.

Find a Mentor

Your student needs to find their Sensei.  In all the above steps 
you should be looking for and hoping to find a physics mentor for 
your student. It could be a teacher, professor or a friend from the 
astronomy club. Teachers like having students, your mentor is out 
there I guarantee it! If you are struggling to find a mentor contact 
Alexander Tutoring and we will match your student with a real 
physicist that can actually teach. For example our tutor Alexander 
Sheynis holds a masters degree in physics and mathematics and 
does research in quantum field theory.

Have a Method

Physics problems are hard. Most students think they need to “figure 
out” the problem via brute force. This is not the correct approach. 
The correct approach is to have a repeatable system to apply to each 
and every problem. Here is a video on the system I like to use:
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https://www.sfaa-astronomy.org/
https://www.sfaa-astronomy.org/
https://alexandertutoring.com/
https://alexandertutoring.com/meet-the-team/
https://alexandertutoring.com/meet-the-team/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_field_theory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVOxJ3ONQs4&t=697s&ab_channel=AlexanderMathematics%26PhysicsTutoring


Sean Alexander

Sean discovered a fascination for physics when he was just fifteen, 
when he proof-read a friend’s report on black holes. In one 
semester, he read every physics book in his school’s library. He 
was hooked, but his love of teaching came a bit later.

Learn math and physics from real physicists discovering new 
physics, www.alexandertutoring.com

Are you sure you want to pursue physics? 
I mean really sure?

Physics is just about the hardest thing you can do. If you want to be a 
physicist you need the mindset of a Zen master. I think it is important 
to really understand what you are getting your student into. This is 
not meant to scare you away, physics is very rewarding. Just know 
that if you go down this path you will end up awake at 3am working 
on a physics assignment due the next day pulling your hair out. It 
won’t be cool stuff like wormholes and quantum tunneling, it will be 
stone cold, excruciating mathematics. I wouldn’t trade my physics 
education for anything, but I want to get the point across it’s not all 
fun and games.

Conclusion

If your student is showing genuine interest in physics the time to 
encourage them is NOW. The field is extremely competitive and only 
the best of the best of the best will make it to a professor position. In 
fact there is just 1 professorship available to every 100 physics Ph.ds! 
Every extra curricular activity your student takes on will give them 
a huge competitive advantage. If you find a lab that will take your 
student you’ve won the battle. Stick with the lab for years, they may 
even get their name on a published research paper which is the holy 
grail for your future physics career. I wish you the best of luck raising 
the next generation of physicists!
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The short answer to this question is that I am tired of gifted 
students being under-challenged in school. They need the 
intellectual stimulation that comes from rigorous courses taught 
at a reasonably advanced level, and acceleration can provide that 
stimulation. The longer answer is, I am familiar with the research 
(over 70 years of research, to be precise!). Academic acceleration 
has more research support than any other educational option 
for gifted students. In other words, the research is clear and 
unambiguous: Acceleration works. The research tells us that 
gifted students benefit from acceleration and are not negatively 
impacted socially if they are moved up a grade or advanced in a 
particular subject. As a group, gifted students who accelerated 
grow up into higher-achieving, higher-paid adults. In other words, 
the effects of acceleration are positive in the short-term and 
the long-term. So why wouldn’t I be an advocate for academic 
acceleration?

Results of the research are summarized clearly and succinctly in 
the comprehensive publication, A Nation Empowered. It’s time 
to put that information to work. There are at least 20 different 
types of acceleration, including grade-skipping, subject matter 

WHY AM I AN ADVOCATE FOR 
ACADEMIC ACCELERATION?
by Ann Shoplik
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acceleration, online learning, and dual enrollment in high school 
and college. Since there are so many forms of acceleration, we 
can tailor accelerative opportunities to the needs of individual 
gifted students. Acceleration means allowing gifted students 
to move ahead in school, at a pace appropriate to their needs. 
Acceleration can be implemented individually, in small groups, 
and in large groups. Each type of acceleration can be used to 
match the level, complexity, and pace of the curriculum to the 
readiness and motivation of the student.

Educators and parents do not have to be afraid of implementing 
acceleration. Tools are available to help them make well-informed 
decisions. These tools include the book already mentioned, 
A Nation Empowered, as well as the Iowa Acceleration Scale 
(developed to help the team consider important aspects 
of acceleration, including academic development, social 
development, physical development, and school and parental 
support for the decision), IDEAL Solutions (developed to 
assist educators and parents as they consider subject matter 
acceleration in STEM subjects), and university-based talent search 
programs, which help identify students and give them challenging 
courses they can take in the summer or school year or via online 
learning opportunities. The Belin-Blank Center is also developing 
a new, online tool called the Integrated Acceleration System to 
help guide the discussion about different forms of acceleration, 
including early entrance to kindergarten or college, grade-
skipping, and subject acceleration, all while taking into account 
special considerations for twice-exceptional students.

If you are interested in advocating for acceleration for an 
individual student or you’re attempting to change policies in your 
school or district, start with the Acceleration Institute website. 
It includes the tools already mentioned, and many more. Don’t 
miss the PowerPoint presentation on acceleration, which you 
can download and share with other educators and families. 
Educational policy enthusiasts will be interested in the document, 
Developing Academic Acceleration Policies. Researchers will 
enjoy perusing the annotated bibliography.

We have the research and the tools to help us make good 
decisions about implementing acceleration for academically 
talented students. Now, we need the courage to act.
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https://www.accelerationinstitute.org/tools/ias.aspx
https://www.idealsolutionsmath.com/
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/students/BESTS/
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/students/BESTS/
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/students/#summer
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/students/
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/students/
https://mailchi.mp/belinblank.org/acceleration
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/research/ini-collab.aspx
http://www.accelerationinstitute.org/
https://www.accelerationinstitute.org/tools/presentation.aspx
https://www.accelerationinstitute.org/Resources/Policy_Guidelines/
https://www.accelerationinstitute.org/Research/Bibliography/Default.aspx


The Belin-Blank Center will offer a 3-semester-hour graduate course on academic 
acceleration this summer. The course will be taught entirely online from June 
7- August 6 by Dr. Ann Lupkowski-Shoplik, one of the co-authors of the Iowa 
Acceleration Scale and the new Integrated Acceleration System. Contact 
educators@belinblank.org for details about the class and about enrollment.

Ann Lupkowski-Shoplik, Ph.D.

Ann Lupkowski-Shoplik, Ph.D. is the Administrator for the 
Acceleration Institute and Research at the Belin-Blank Center for 
Gifted Education and an adjunct professor in the Department 
of Psychological and Quantitative Foundations, both at the 
University of Iowa. She founded and directed the Carnegie 
Mellon Institute for Talented Elementary Students (C-MITES) 
at Carnegie Mellon University for 22 years, which provided 
weekend and summer programs for gifted students, an academic 
talent search for 3rd-6th graders, and professional development 
for teachers. Together with Dr. Susan Assouline, she wrote 
Developing Math Talent: A Comprehensive Guide to Math 
Education for Gifted Students in Elementary and Middle School 
(2nd ed.). She is also a co-author of the Iowa Acceleration Scale 
with Susan Assouline, Nicholas Colangelo, Jonathan Lipscomb, 
and Leslie Forstadt; and co-editor of the 2015 report on academic 
acceleration, A Nation Empowered: Evidence Trumps the Excuses 
Holding Back America’s Brightest Students, with Susan Assouline, 
Nicholas Colangelo, and Joyce VanTassel-Baska.
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PACIFIC PREPARATORY AND GSC WEBINAR
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Anna Schell and I had a wonderful time preparing and working 
with you during our webinar in February. If you missed our 
presentation, we have included it here along with the handouts 
and resources. Please reach out with any questions.

Identifying and Supporting Your 
Gifted Child at Home and at School
February 25, 2021

Anna Schell
Dean of Students

Anna is responsible for the academic progress of students and 
supporting families through their educational planning.
www.pacificpreparatory.com

Handouts

Recorded Video

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/MmOkFqPTq1tlml6t5OkPbT4vWkXd7jogZpBO2QuLSIgWgaF8mRDCuQGfNfRyOmw4ylYn63_l44rFEM4N.4b4c3L-acPI3hlf2?startTime=1614279659000&_x_zm_rtaid=NhlWf3mkRfiyeGqSh5zrCA.1614372269504.71b88acea61d3f76585e041207130133&_x_zm_rhtaid=957
https://giftedsupportcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/GSC.Pacific_Preparatory.2.2021.pptx-4.pdf
https://www.pacificpreparatory.com/
https://giftedsupportcenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/GSC.Pacific_Preparatory.2.2021.pptx-4.pdf
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/MmOkFqPTq1tlml6t5OkPbT4vWkXd7jogZpBO2QuLSIgWgaF8mRDCuQGfNfRyOmw4ylYn63_l44rFEM4N.4b4c3L-acPI3hlf2?startTime=1614279659000&_x_zm_rtaid=NhlWf3mkRfiyeGqSh5zrCA.1614372269504.71b88acea61d3f76585e041207130133&_x_zm_rhtaid=957


LEAVE YOUR SLEEP FOR EDUCATION
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We were thrilled to present Leave Your Sleep for Education at 
the 2020 Annual Conference for the National Association for 
Gifted Children. New features have been added to the curriculum 
platform, www.leaveyoursleepforeducation.com; a new Resources 
tab, and a drop down menu that now houses the Culmination 
Poem, ‘Wonder’ along with Instructional Materials and Instructional 
Videos. We hope you enjoy these new additions. Please inform 
your colleagues of this unique site if they are looking for ways to 
incorporate the arts into their classroom experiences, or for ideas 
for National Poetry Month. Due to generous donations from our 
supporters, the platform remains free to educators and parents.

Leave Your Sleep For Education

Instructional Video
Transforming Literature through 
Visual & Performing Arts

Instructional Handouts

http://www.leaveyoursleepforeducation.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7raefVeVNI&ab_channel=LeaveYourSleepforEducation
https://leaveyoursleepforeducation.com/resources/H-1298875-51518-1-001.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7raefVeVNI&ab_channel=LeaveYourSleepforEducation
https://leaveyoursleepforeducation.com/resources/H-1298875-51518-1-001.pdf


Celebrate National Poetry Month 
with Leave Your Sleep for Education!

Incorporating POETRY and 
MUSIC as an entry point to 
teaching academic domains, 
LYSFE offers literature, theatre, 
music and dance, art, history, 
and science applications for 
PreK – 8th grade classrooms.

Register at 
leaveyoursleepforeducation.com 
to access rich, interdisciplinary 
curriculum, resources, and projects 
featuring 19th and 20th century 
British and American poets.

I N S T R U C T I O N A L  V I D E O

Transforming Literature through 
Visual & Performing Arts
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ONLINE GROUP
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Gina Garcia, MA, LMFT #118696
Group Facilitator

Gina is a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist, specializing 
in working with gifted and twice-exceptional tweens, teens, 
and their parents. In addition to supporting kids and parents at 
Beacon Wellness Team, Gina works as a private school counselor 
at a school for gifted youth.

Online Group for 
Parents of Gifted Youth
Thursdays 7:30-9:00 pm 
Starting this Spring

Parents of gifted and twice-exceptional kids may feel isolated and 
overwhelmed. These children don’t always fall into the typical 
categories society has created, resulting in unique and specific 
challenges for parents.
 
We will explore what it really means to be gifted and how to meet 
your child’s needs for love and safety. Our goal will be to create 
a deeper sense of connection, compassion and confidence as 
parents. This group will be facilitated by Gina Garcia, a Licensed 
Marriage & Family Therapist specializing in working with gifted and 
2e youth.

Group Topics will Include:
1.  Understanding giftedness and twice-exceptionality
2.  Hopes and Fears of parents of 2e individuals
3.  Unique Challenges in raising Gifted children and teens
4.  Supporting each parent’s own emotions through self-care 
6.  Creating supportive and encouraging community of parents

To sign up for a free consultation and to learn more 
please call (408) 495-5499 x 21 or email us at 
Keith@beaconwellnessteam.com. 
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Toni Ratzburg
Clinical Director, Marriage and Family 
Therapist #52576

Toni specializes in working with gifted children, teens, and their families 
with a particular focus on helping clients with anxiety and perfectionism. 
She is experienced in working with sensory processing disorders, 
asynchronous development, 2e experiences, and also incorporates art 
and play into some of her work. She facilitates communication between 
children and parents and helps clients understand and appreciate their 
unique self. She holds a Master’s Degree in Counseling Psychology 
from Prescott College and has worked, among other places, at a high 
school in Los Altos and at the Pacific Wellness Center in Palo Alto for 
more than a decade. She currently provides support for students at a 
private school for gifted children and adolescents.

Online Group for 
Middle School Students
Mondays 5:30-6:30 pm or Tuesdays 12:00-1:00 pm
Starting this Spring

Now, more than ever, our children need support and skills to 
manage their emotions and experiences.
 
Middle school students (6th-8th grade) will participate in online 
live process groups, video skill building lessons, creative activities, 
and individual reflection work. Group members will meet once a 
week, for 10 weeks, with Toni Ratzburg (Founder and Director of 
Beacon Wellness Team) and participate in at-home assignments 
and activities in between each session.  
 
The group will focus on:

• Developing the ability to identify, describe, and differentiate 
feelings

• Increasing the ability to manage emotions in the moment

• Decreasing unhealthy coping behaviors

• Evaluating their beliefs about emotions

• Increasing self-soothing behaviors

• Understanding emotional triggers and how to manage them

To schedule a free consultation and learn more 
please call (408) 495-5499 x 21 or email us at 
Keith@beaconwellnessteam.com. 



Through hands-on, active, integrated projects, we will support 
boys to build: 

•Awareness of their talents, of how they respond to challenge, 
of opportunities for growth, their impact on those around 
them, and the roles they play in their families, community, 
and the world. 

•Confidence to explore, to be vulnerable, to challenge 
themselves and others, to try new things, to be creative, and 
to be their authentic selves. 

•Connection with their peers, their teachers, their families, 
and their community. 

•Purpose to use what they learn about themselves and the 
world to create positive change. 

Peninsula School for Boys is an innovative, independent middle school that is opening in 
our community in Fall 2021. The curriculum is designed to address the unique academic, 

developmental, and social/emotional needs of boys during their middle school 
years. PSB sparks curiosity, builds integrity, and inspires change.  

A NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL 
BUILT UNIQUELY FOR BOYS 

peninsulaschoolforboys.org 

Join future Head of School 
Jason Baeten for a virtual 

coffee on April 17th.  
Register within this email  

and we will forward the link.
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SAVE THE DATE

April 16-28, 2021
CAG 59th Annual Educator Conference

May 1, 2021
CAG 59th Annual Parent Conference

May 16-18, 2021
2021 Belin-Blank Summit; Neuroscience of Twice-Exceptionality

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE

REGISTER HERE
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https://cagifted.org/events/
https://cagifted.org/events/
https://belinblank.education.uiowa.edu/research/summit.aspx?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=List%20Name&utm_content=Feb2021Newsletter_2eSummit&utm_campaign=Promotion


ONLINE PRIVATE PIANO LESSONS
with renowned pianist, Takako Williams

Takako has been teaching students in the San Francisco Bay Area for the past 26 years. She is now 
offering online private lessons – listen to a sampling of her music HERE.

B I O G R A P H Y
Takako Williams began playing piano lessons at the early age of four. 
She enthusiastically played throughout her childhood, later traveling 
to Australia and Russia to perform. After high school, she entered 
Osaka College of music studying under Yoshiko Baba. Two years 
later, she seized the opportunity to study piano in the United States 
first at Seattle University and later University of Idaho and then Utah 
States University, advancing her piano skills under Jay McRay and 
Ralph Van de Beek.

Accepted into the coveted Liszt Academy of Music in Hungary, 
Takako instead elected to study with Thomas La Ratta at the Notre 
Dame De Namur University where she completed her BA in Music 
with an emphasis on piano performance. During her university years, 
Takako performed many recitals and concerts throughout the entire 
bay area, including ACT, Peninsula girls’ chorus, Broadway By the 
Bay and vocal department of Skyline college, Canada College, San 
Jose State University, and San Francisco State University. 

As a winner of the 1999 piano concerto competition, she performed 
the &quot;Schumann Piano Concerto in A minor with Redwood 
Symphony Orchestras as a soloist.

Following her bachelor’s degree, Takako continued study piano as 
a piano perforce major and accompaniment studies with Pail Harsh 
and Timothy Bach at San Francisco Conservatory of Music. 

Takako has been the pianist for Woodside Priory chapel since 1997 
and a professional accompanist and private piano teacher over 26 
years. Takako has taught piano privately over 26 years taking many 
students from their first notes to an advanced level.

Takako 
Williams 
 P I A N O  L E S S O N S 

I offer a free first trial lesson, so you 
don’t have to make a commitment 
for the first time you contact me. 
You can decide when we have a 
first trail lesson. I teach variety of 
piano pieces - pops, jazz, classical—
anything you would like to learn!

C O N TA C T

Takako 
Williams
P I A N O  L E S S O N S

Takako Williams 
(650) 452-8075
tkowill@hotmail.com
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https://soundcloud.com/user-257018062/sets/takako-williams-piano-demo


SUPPORT GSC

Without the help of sponsors, Gifted Support Center would not be possible. Our goal is to provide 
support to gifted children and their families from all backgrounds, and to provide resources and 
support to all children in our underserved Bay Area schools. We need your help to achieve our goal. 
Please consider donating to help less advantaged children in our local community. We rely on the 
generosity of donors to support our programs and services which include: Parent Groups, Parent 
Consultations, Resources, Lending Library, Assessment for Children, Community Education, Teacher 
Training, Leave Your Sleep for Education Music and Arts program. Gifted Support Center, Inc. is a 
501 (c)(3) nonprofit corporation. Your gift is TAX DEDUCTIBLE to the full extent allowed by law.

Add Our AmazonSmile to Your Amazon Account

ADD GSC TO 
AMAZON

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon with the same products, prices, 
and shopping features as Amazon.com. The difference is that when you shop on 
AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase 
price of eligible products to the GSC/LYFSE.

Earn for GSC Using eScrip

ONLINE 
REGISTRATION

With eScrip and the power of YOU, GSC earns cash rewards when you shop. 
It is free, it is easy, and it helps support programs and services for children.

Gifted Support Center Inc
eScrip Group ID – 500293407

DONATE

Without the help of sponsors, Gifted Support Center would not be possible. 
Our goal is to provide support to gifted children and their families from all 
backgrounds, and to provide resources and support to all children in our 
underserved Bay Area schools. We need your help to achieve our goal.

Donate to GSC
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https://smile.amazon.com/ap/signin?_encoding=UTF8&openid.assoc_handle=amzn_smile&openid.claimed_id=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0%2Fidentifier_select&openid.identity=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0%2Fidentifier_select&openid.mode=checkid_setup&openid.ns=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fauth%2F2.0&openid.ns.pape=http%3A%2F%2Fspecs.openid.net%2Fextensions%2Fpape%2F1.0&openid.pape.max_auth_age=0&openid.return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fcharity%2Fhomepage.html%3Fie%3DUTF8%26ein%3D46-3971255%26newts%3D1%26ref_%3Dsmi_chpf_redirect%26ref_%3Dsmi_ext_ch_46-3971255_cl%26token%3DOdRoy39GzCJFYQJNCloJKGnWr3FDu07X4PQ3f3Sgu%252B4dwESbPTfzHd7t8SR2iqoNEOaaikezjaQJF7b1KgVSiw%253D%253D
https://www.escrip.com/
https://giftedsupportcenter.com/support-gsc/
https://giftedsupportcenter.com/support-gsc/

